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Learning Theme 1 – The Nature of Geography and Geographical Thinking 

 

1.4.1 Making Meaning of Geography  

  
Video 1 – “What is Geography?”– Key points  

- Vast field of study  
 
Video 2 – “what is Geography? – Geography’s Basic Questions “ – Key points  

- Geography  
o Ancient Greek  
o “Geo” meaning Earth & “Graphy” meaning write/ describe  
o Meaning: Earth writing  

- 2 Major themes -:  
1. Description & emphasis on the unique phenomena of the earth  
2. Scientific prediction and emphasis on the discovery of general “laws”  

- WHERE? Is the beginning question of geographic enquiry 
 
Video 3 –“Conceptualizing Human Knowledge “ – Key Points  

- A single discipline may not hold all the answers 
 
Video 4 – “Geography’s Centre “ – Key Points  

- Geography is much more than questioning “where we are” 
- Geography’s Core: A comprehensive and holistic understanding of the entire world 
- Narrowed down to -:  

o A specific place, location or region,   
o Variety of scale  

 
Video 5 –“Geography’s deeper & Analytical Questions “- Key Points  

- Three deeper geographic questions  
o What is it like? -: similarities & differences - attributes 
o Why or Where is? -: asked in relation to other questions  
o To what effect? -: the interaction. Leads us to seeing the effect the phenomena (and or its 

actions and processes) has on its surroundings and vice versa  
 
Video 6 &7 – “ Subdividing Geography by Theme“ & “Geographic Methodologies”– Key Points  

- How Geography can be subdivided -:  
1. Place, Location & Region being studied  
2. Theme or Subject  

a. Physical Geography -: Physical features of the planet/ earth – weather, mountains, 
oceans etc. 

b. Human Geography -: Economic/ political/ urban geography etc.  
c. Biological Geography -: distribution of plants/ animals etc.  

3. Methodology or Technique  
a. Remote Sensing,  
b. GIS,  
c. Geo-statistics,  
d. Qualitative methods,  
e. Cartography  
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1.4.2 Geography through the ages  

   
- Geography is not a new science but has developed during the ages  
- Originally maps were made to help explain where things were located. Geography and 

mapmaking (cartography)  were revived in the Middle Ages (Europe & Asia)  
- Developed from an initial desire to know the world to the now where we are trying to solve the 

problems the world is facing.  
 

 

1.4.3 Geographic Descriptions of Location  

  
- Geographic descriptions of locations are mostly done through maps but also through relative 

descriptions using spatial concepts (direction, distance and time)  
- A map is a scale model of all or a portion of earth – it is a flat depiction of a nearly round earth 

 Reading Maps  
Map Scale  

- Definition -:  the level of detail and the amount of area covered depend on the map scale – the 
relationship of a features size on a map to its size on earth.  

- Three ways -:  
1. A ratio or fraction (1:10 000 000 = 1cm on map = 100km on earth)  
2. A written scale (1cm on map = 100km on earth) 
3. A graphic scale (bar & lines)  

 

Projection  
- Definition -: Scientific method of transferring locations on earth to a flat map 
- Earth is nearly a sphere and therefore represented as a globe – although extremely limited  
- Drawing Earth on a flat piece of paper unavoidably produces some distortion 
- 4 types of distortion -:  

1. Shape – becomes more elongated/ squat than reality  
2. Distance – becomes increased/ decreased between two points  
3. Relative size – one area may appear larger on map than in reality  
4. Direction – from one place to another may distort (North East instead of East)  

- Types of projection -:  
o Cylindrical Projections -: used for specialized maps (mariners)  
o Conic Projections -: small area maps  
o Azimuthal Projections -: larger areas – most world maps  

 

 The Geographic Grid  
- Definition -: a system of imaginary arcs drawn in a grid pattern on earth’s surface  
- The location of any place on earth’s surface can be described by these – meridians and parallels.  
- NB in time telling  

 

Longitude & Latitude  
Meridian -:  

o an arc drawn between the North and South Poles  
o Numbering system -: Longitude  
o Royal Observatory @ Greenwich England = 0deg Longitude / prime meridian  
o Longitude is a human creation 
o More widely spaces at the Equator & converge at the poles 

Parallel -:  
o a circle drawn around the globe parallel to the equator and right angles to meridians  
o numbering system -: Latitude  
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o Equator = 0deg latitude, North Pole = 90deg latitude north, South Pole = 90deg latitude 
South 

o Latitude are scientifically derived from the earths shape and its rotation around the sun 
o Range from 0-90o depending on if they are north of south of the equator  

- Longitude & latitude are used together to identify locations  
- Mathematical location -: Absolute method of location.  

Divide each degree into -: Degrees – o, Minutes (60) –’ & Seconds (60) –”.    (E.g. 39o57’8”)  
- GPS Decimal Systems -: divide into decimals instead of degrees (e.g. 75.587439o) 

 

Time Zones  
- Longitude (360o) plays an important role in calculating time.  
- Travelling 15o east or west is the equivalent of travelling to a place an hour earlier or later 
- Greenwich Mean Time(GMT) or Universal Time (UT) is the master reference for all points on 

earth  
- Travelling East – Catching the sun, Travelling West – chasing the sun 
- International Date Line follows 180o longitude  

 

 Geography’s Contemporary Analytic Tools 
 

- Geographic Information Science (GIScience0 – the development and analysis of data about the 
earth acquired through satellite and other technologies.  

 
Remote Sensing  

- Definition -: is the acquisition of data about the earth’s surface from a satellite orbiting earth  
- Used for -: to map the changing distribution of a wide variety of features e.g. agriculture/ 

drought 
 
Global Positioning System (GPS)  

- Definition -: a system that determines the precise position of something on earth  
- Used for -: navigation of aircraft/ships and humans  

 
Geographic Information System (GIS)  

- A computer system that captures, stores, queries, analyses and displays geographic data.  
- Used for -: producing maps, measuring distances, development planning etc.  

 
Mash-Ups  

- E.g. Google Earth / Google Maps 
- Used for -: assist in finding locations, mapping airplanes, travel distance etc.  

 

  

Spatial Location  

- Question -: Where is it?  
- Answer -:  

o Absolute terms – geographic co-ordinates  
o Relative terms -: direction/ description  

 

Spatial Variation 
- Question -: What is it like? 
- Answer -:  

o Geographic Phenomenon description 
o E.g. climate - varies across space, some areas are dry, others are wet etc.  
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Spatial Distribution  
- Question -: Why is it, Where is it? 
- Answer - :  

o Analyses of the area around the phenomenon  
o E.g. harbours – linearly around the coastline  

 

Spatial Association 
- Question -: Why is it where it is, to what effect? 
- Answer -:  

o Looking for other phenomenon in same area (distribution patterns etc.)  
 

 

1.4.4 Places & Regions: Unique Geographic Locations  

  
- Everyplace on earth is unique & has a special characteristic;  

o Unique location  
o A combination of human behavioural & environmental factors i.e. site characteristics  

 

 Place: A Unique Location  
- Location is the position that something occupies on the earth  
- Location can be described using: place names, situation and site 

 
Place Names  

- The most straightforward was to describe a particular location e.g. Durban, South Africa  
- Toponym -: name given to a place on earth  

 
Situation  

- The location of a place relative to other places e.g. past the big tree on your right  
- Helpful because we can find an unfamiliar place using a familiar one, 2. Helps  

 
Site  

- The physical features & character of a place & the absolute coordinates of the location  
- Humans have the ability to modify a site e.g. Manhattan 

 

 Region: a Unique Area 

- An area of earth with a unique combination of features  
- Three types of regions: functional, formal & Vernacular 

 
Functional Region  

- Also called a nodal region  
- An area organized around a node or focal point e.g. transportation & communications revolve 

around central node 
 
Formal Region  

- Also called a uniform or homogenous region 
- An area within which everyone shares in common one or more distinctive characteristics e.g. 

cultural value/political party etc.  
 
Vernacular Region  

- Also called a perceptual regions  
- A place that people believe exists as part of their cultural identity e.g. the American “south” 
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1.4.5 Scale: From Global to Local  

  
- Globalisation-: the constantly shaping spaces due to the increased interaction between locations  
- Focus is on broad patterns  

 

 Scale: From Global to Local  
- Scale is thought about on many levels, local to global  
- On a global scale geographers tend to see broad patterns,  
- On a local scale geographers tend to see unique features  

- Globalization -:  

o Definition-: a force or process that involves the entire world and results in making 
something worldwide in scope  

o Means that the world is shrinking, more uniformity, integrated and interdependent.  
 

 

1.4.6 Time & Space: The Distribution of Features  

  
- Arrangement of phenomena in space is an important notion in geographic thinking and analysis.  

 

 Space: Distribution of Features:  

 
- Three properties of distribution are density, concentration and pattern  
- Spatial thinking is the most fundamental skill that geographers possess to understand the 

arrangement of objects across surfaces.  
- The arrangement of a feature in space is known as distribution 

 
Properties of Distribution  

- Three main properties across space;  
1. Density -:   

 The frequency of which something occurs.  
 i.e. number of houses in a neighbourhood 
 A large population doesn’t necessarily mean a high density  

2. Concentration -:  
 The extent of a feature’s spread over space  
 i.e. objects close together = clustered, objects far apart = dispersed  
 Comparisons can only be made on same-sized areas with the same number of objects  

3. Pattern -:  
 The arrangement of objects  
 E.g. geometric or distributed irregularly  

 

 Spatial Analysis  
 

- Spatial analysis looks for patterns in the distribution of human actions, environmental processes 
and interactions among and between places or regions.  

 
Distribution  

- As above – Density, Concentration, Pattern 
 
Movement  

- Distributions change over time as people or things move in space  
- Characteristics -: Distance, Distance decay & diffusion  
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Distance  
- Several ways to measure distance -:  

o Absolutely -: in miles/ kilometres etc.  
o Relatively -: in time e.g. it takes 5minutes to get there  

- Typography affects the time it takes to cover a distance  
- Distance is often measure by cost  
- Friction of distance -: usually limits interactions across great distances  

 
Distance Decay  

- The presence or impact of any phenomena may diminish away from its origin  
- i.e. the further away from a city you live, the less likely you will be to go there  
- measured in time & cost  

 
Diffusion  

- an item or feature may spread across space  
- originating place is called a hearth  
- e.g. concentric circles on water  
- three paths of diffusion -:  

o Relocation diffusion: when people or things move between two points 
o Contagious diffusion: diffusion from one place to another via direct contact 
o Hierarchical diffusion: authority or influence travel up & down rather than across 

 
 

 

1.4.7 Interaction between Places  

 - In the same way that every location is unique, it is also true that no location exists in isolation  
 

 Connection: Interaction between Places  
- A characteristic spreads from one place to another through diffusion  
- Connections between places result in spatial interaction  
- Space-time compression: describes the reduction in time it takes for something to reach another 

place  
 
Relocation diffusion  

- The spread of an idea through physical movement of people from one place to another  
- When people move they carry their culture incl. language, religion, ethnicity with them  
 

Expansion diffusion  
- Is the spread of a feature from one place to another in an additive process  

o Hierarchical diffusion  
o Contagious diffusion  
o Stimulus diffusion -: the spread of an underlying principle  

 
Spatial Interaction  

- When places are connected by a network they are spatially interacting  
- This trailing phenomenon is called distance decay  
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1.4.8 The Earth’s Physical Systems  

 Geographic Systems Analysis  
 

- A system is an interdependent group of items that interact in a regular way to form a unified 
whole.  

- Interrelatedness  
 
Earth’s Physical Systems  

- Four systems -:  
o The atmosphere (Air)  

 What: A thin layer of gases surrounding earth to an altitude of less than 480km.  
o They Hydrosphere (Water)  

 What: the water realm of earth’s surface  
o The Lithosphere (Earths solid rock)  

 What: solid earth comprising of solid rock and overlying sediments  
o The Biosphere (all living organisms)  

 What: all living organisms (people, plant, animal, fish etc.)  
- These four spheres interact in many was  
 

 Earth’s Physical Systems  
 

- A biotic system is composed of living organisms or organic matter 
- An Abiotic system is composed of non-living or inorganic matter  

 
Interactions in the biosphere 

-ecosystem: a group of living organisms and the abiotic spheres with which they interact  
- Ecology -: scientific study of ecosystems, studying the interrelatedness between living organisms 
and their environments  
- The spheres can be interrelated e.g. soil from the biosphere can contain moisture from the 
hydrosphere, minerals from the lithosphere, air from the atmosphere.  

 

  
- Each sphere is equally as important as the other  
- Due to interrelatedness it is very important to approach geographic decision holistically  

 

 

1.4.9 Human Environment Interaction  

  
- Anthroposphere/ technosphere-: part of the environment that is made or modified by humans for 

human activities/ habitants  
- The relationship between human and their environment is complex, associated with both 

innovation and disaster  
 

 Earth’s Physical Systems  
 
Human-environmental Interaction  

- The physical environment affects human activities in many ways 
- Human society must adapt to the environment – e.g. weather/ climate, water resources etc.  

 
Resources & Environment 

- At some level human welfare is dependent on basic physical processes e.g. photosynthesis  
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 Human-Environment Interaction  
 

- The environment can limit human actions, but people adjust to the environment.  
- Humans are able to modify the environment – not always sensitively  
- Cultural Ecology -: study of human-environment relationships  
- Two types -:  

1. How people adjust to their environment 
2. How people modify their environment  

 
Possibilism: adjusting to the environment  

- Environmental determinism -: belief that the physical environment caused social development  
- To explain relationships between human activities & the physical environment, modern 

geographers reject Environmental Determinism for Possibilism.  
- Possibilism -: physical environment may limit some human actions but people have the ability to 

adjust to their environment 
 
Modifying the environment 

- Modern technology has altered the relationship between people and the environment  
- Humans can now modify a regions physical environment in a greater extent than in the past e.g. 

the Netherlands – locks, dams and more dry land.  
 

  
- Human-environment interaction is a two-way relationship 
- An important part of this relationship is how the environment enables or inhibits the activities of 

humans.  
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Learning Theme 2  –  Key Processes of the Physical Environment 

 

2.4.1 Processes in Determining Climate, Weather & Climate Changes  

  
- How energy flows through the earth’s atmosphere system and the effects of this energy flow on 

weather and climate phenomena.  
- Various characteristics of the Earth-Sun geometry & energy exchange mechanisms are known and 

therefore make the Earth’s energy budget predictable e.g. length of day/ night.  
- Weather results from energy exchanges within the earth’s atmosphere 
- Over long periods of time and with influences from temperature, air pressure etc. weather can be 

generalised into the Climate of a region.  
- The distribution of energy over the earth is determined by the position of the earth with respect 

to the sun. resulting dynamic = creation of seasons & assoc. weather conditions  
 

 Earth-Sun Geometry (B34-35)  

 
- The intensity of solar radiation depends mainly on the angle at which the sun’s rays hit the surface 

at a particular place  
- Day length is affected by latitude & season of the year  
 
- Energy travels through space as radiation, the amount of radiation (Solar Energy) intercepted by 

a particular area of earth, or insolation (incoming solar radiation) depends on two factors:  
1. The intensity/ amount of solar radiation per unit of time  
2. The number of hours during the day that the solar radiation is striking  

 
Source: http://physics.weber.edu/schroeder/ua/sunandseasons.html 

 
Intensity  

- Daily and seasonal differences are caused by variation in the angle of incidence  
- The angle varies from place to place with time of day and seasonally  
- The intensity of solar radiation at a given place and time depends on its latitude and season of the 

year.  
 
Day Length  

- Variations in the length of day result from the 23.5o tilt of the earth’s axis  
- Places on the equator always received 12hrs of sunlight & 12hrs of night  
- SA Summer Solstice (December) -: Northern hemisphere receives less radiation/ sunlight 

therefore places like the North Pole can expect 24hrs of darkness  
- SA Winter Solstice (June/ July) -: Northern hemisphere receives more radiation/ sunlight therefore 

North Pole can expect 24hrs sunlight (sun moving across the sky instead of rising and setting)  
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 Variations in Temperature (B40-41)  

 
- Energy inputs controlled by latitude and season are most important factor influencing 

temperature of the earth’s surface  
- Heat storage in water and proximity to the oceans also affects temperature  

 
Seasonal Variations in Temperature  

- An average the highest temperatures are found in low latitudes 
- High solar elevation angles occur throughout the year, making the tropics (Tropic of Cancer (1) 

and Tropic of Capricorn (2)) consistently warm  
- SA Average temperature in July -: lower temperatures due to the Northern Hemisphere receiving 

higher solar radiation  
- SA Average Temperature in January -: higher temperatures due to the Southern Hemisphere 

receiving higher solar radiation 
 
Effects of Land and Water  

- The difference between summer and winter temperatures is greatest on land areas esp. high 
latitude areas – winds generally blow from West to East, so the western areas are warmed by the 
sea and the eastern areas are cooled by the influence of the interior 

- The moderate climates of areas near the ocean compared with the climatic extremes of 
midcontinent regions are a result of heat storage in water and the advection of heat from the 
ocean areas to adjacent land. 

 

 Global Atmospheric Circulation (B44-45) 

 
- There are areas of rising air in the tropics and mid-latitudes, and sinking air in the sub-tropics and 

polar regions  
- Latitudinal circulation zones shift north and south with the seasons  

 
General Circulation  

- The generalized atmospheric circulation pattern includes east-west trending cells, with rising air 
in the tropics and mid-latitudes and sinking air in the subtropics and polar regions  

- Surface winds blow from east in the tropics and west in the mid-latitudes  
- Westerlies  

o On the poleward sides of the subtropical high-pressure cells, circulation is toward the 
poles  

o These winds are defected by the Coriolis effect so winds prevail from the SW in the N. 
hemisphere and the NW in the S. hemisphere  

- Polar Highs  
o Intense cold caused by low insolation creates dense airs and high pressure  
o Polar high-pressure zones – the air is so cold, containing little moisture and convection 

and precipitation are limited.  
- Trade Winds  

o The Coriolis effect -: deflects the moving air to the right in the N. Hemisphere to form the 
NE trade winder & to the left in the Hemisphere to form the SW trade winds, air circulates 
away from the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) both northward and southward  

o Air has lost most of its moisture in daily rainfalls and is now warm and dry  
- Inter-tropical convergence  

o Year round the tropics are heated expanding the air and creating low pressure  
o Result: convectional rising of air occurs daily at the equator forming the ITCZ 
o Convectional precipitation is common – usually afternoon thunderstorms  

- Subtropical highs  
o Warm dry air spreads poleward from the ITCZ 
o This creates zones of high pressure that are strongest over the oceans  
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o Sub-Tropical high-pressure zones (STH) are areas of dry air, bright sunshine and little 
precipitation  

o The descending dry air creates an arid/ desert climate – these zones occur at 25o latitude  
- Mid-latitude low  

o Poleward of the STH zones are Midlatitude low pressure zones  
o These lower-pressure area experience a convergence of warm air blowing from the 

subtropics and cold air from the Polar Regions.  
o The warm and cold air masses collide in swirling low pressure cells that move along the 

boundary between two air masses – known as a polar front.  
 
Monsoon Circulation  

- In January the ITCZ is generally south of the equator  
- In the N. hemisphere high pressure develops over land, low pressure over the seas  
- Asia has the world’s highest average pressures during January – and the lowest in July – 
- This produces a monsoon circulation -: winter winds from the Asian interior produce dry winters, 

which summer winds blow inland from the Indian & Pacific oceans creating wet summers.  
- We summers are known as monsoon season.  
 

January Circulation Patterns  
- Northern Hemisphere high pressure region in E. Asia  
- Southern Hemisphere –summer, generally high pressure over oceans & low pressure over land  
- Midlatitude low pressure – more consistent in Southern Hemisphere & mainly over oceans in the 

northern hemispheres 
- High pressure systems dominate the subtropical regions – north and south of the ITCZ 

 
July Circulation Patterns  

- Northern Hemisphere Low pressure dominates over Asia  
- High pressure systems still present over the oceans – stronger in the Northern Hemisphere than 

the South.  
- The ITCZ is located north of the equator  

 

 Global Climates, (B52- 

 
- Climates are classified on the basis of annual averages and seasonal variations in temperature & 

precipitation  
- Climate -:  

o the summary of weather conditions over several decades or more  
o the vegetation, natural resources and human activities are heavily influenced by climate  

- To understand a regions distinctive climate, the two most important measures are, air 
temperature & precipitation 

 
Air Temperature  

- The most obvious difference in air temperature are between the topics and the poles – between 
winter and summer  

- Variations are caused by latitudinal and seasonal variation solar energy inputs, rising cool air also 
impacts  

 
Precipitation  

- Precipitation varies between places and over time  
- Worldwide precipitation rates range from virtually none (desert) to more than 300cm in the 

tropics  
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 Diversity of Climates 

 
- 5 major climate categories  

 
Cold Midlatitude Climates  

- Typically continental – remote from the ocean and deprived of the seas input of moisture and 
warmth 

- Exclusive to the Northern Hemisphere between 35-60o latitude  
- E.g. Alaska/ Russia  

 
Polar Climates  

- High-latitude climates – 2 important features  
o Low average temperature  
o Extreme seasonal variability  

- Occur in and around the Poles and are differentiated by temperature  
- Tundra Climates -: a brief cool summer in which vegetation grows  
- Ice Cap Climates -: too cold to support significant vegetation growth anything  
- E.g. Green Land/ Ice Land/ North Pole  

 
Humid and Seasonally humid tropical climates 

- Areas are strongly influenced by the ITCZ and include the worlds tropical rain forests  
- Warm throughout the year, rainfall is concentrated in part of the year allowing for a distinct dry 

season  
- Monsoon circulation patterns occur in South East Asia  
- E.g. South East Asia, Central Africa, Northern South America – along the Equator  

 
Dry climates  

- Generally located north and south of low-latitude humid climates 
- Geographers distinguish between arid (desert) and Semiarid climates  
- Arid -: have severe moisture shortages year round  
- Semiarid -: have a rainy season with sufficient moisture for abundant (brief) vegetation growth - 

grasslands 
- E.g. Sub-Saharan Africa, Egypt, Dubai/ The Gulf  

 
Warm Midlatitude Climates  

- Seasonal variation of insolation influence temperature – (Winter/ Summer)  
- Precipitation is influenced by polar fronts  
- E.g. the Mediterranean , Thailand, East Coast of Southern Africa  

 

 

2.4.2 Processed Shaping the Earth’s Landforms  

  
- the shape of earth’s landscape is constantly changing  
- there are various Endogenic (Internal) & Exogenic (External) processes shaping the Earth’s 

Landform 
 
Endogenic -:  

- Associated with the formation, destruction and deformation of the Earth’s crust.  
- The amount of energy in the earth’s core has a significant influence on the shaping of the earth’s 

landforms  
- The results of these forces have a sudden, unexpected impact which can be devastating to the 

natural environment and humans  
- Most Common -: plate tectonics, earthquakes, volcanoes  
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Exogenic-:  
- Breakdown the landforms of the earth’s crust created by internal forces  
- Mostly shape the landforms over a long period of time, through weathering and erosion 

(wind/water etc.).  
- Can also have a devastating effect on both the natural and human activities  

 
 

 Catastrophic Earth Quakes (B66-67) 

 
- A quake happens at a place where two tectonic plates (large pieces of earth’s crust) move 

towards each other  
- The centre of motion in the crust is called a focus/ epicentre  
- An earthquake that occurs under the ocean generates tsunami waves that cause devastation 

beyond that caused by the ground shaking  
 

 Plate Tectonic Framework (B69-70) 

 
- The earth’s crust is composed of tectonic plates that move relative to each other  
- Relative motion between plates creates large-scale landforms at plate boundaries  

 
- Earth resembles an egg with a cracked shell 
- The crust is thin and rigid averaging 45km  
- The mantle thereunder is fluid enough to move slowly along 
convection currents.  
- This movement causes the tectonic plates of earth’s crust to 
move.  
 

Structure of the Earth -: source: http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/zysbgk7/revision  
 

- Three types of boundaries form between moving plates of earth’s crust depending on whether 
the plates are spreading apart, pushing into each other or grinding past each other  

- Over periods of millions of years, the geography of earth is changed by these movements 
(example -: Pangaea theory)  

 
Convergent Plate Boundaries  

- A boundary where plates PUSH TOGETHER is a convergent plate boundary  
- Material from one plate is slowly forced downward back into the mantle  
- Because the sea floors crust is denser than the continental crus, when a plate of continental 

crust collides with a plate of the oceanic crust the denser ocean plate sinks beneath the lighter 
continental  

- The oceanic plate is carried to the earth’s mantle where some of it is melted, this magma then 
migrates toward the surface causing volcanic eruptions  

 
Divergent Plate Boundaries 

- A boundary where plates are SPREADING APART is a divergent plate boundary  
- The rates of movement are very slow – a few cm’s a year  
- Commonly occurring underwater – e.g. mid-Atlantic Ridge & Rift River Valley  

 
Vertical movements of earth’s crust  

- Parts of the crust moves vertically as well as horizontally  
- As plates collide, material may be forced downward to the earths interior or upward to form 

mountains.  
- These vertical movements caused by loading or unloading the crust are called isostatic 

adjustments.  
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 Geological Hazards: Volcanoes and Earthquakes (B70-71 

- Volcanic eruptions and earthquakes occur mainly along plate boundaries 
- Volcanic eruptions and earthquakes are relatively infrequent but can be catastrophic. 

 
Deadly hazards  
 
Volcanoes  

- Volcanoes are clustered along boundaries between tectonic plates  
- Heat within earth generates magma, if this reaches the surface it erupts & a volcano is formed  

 
Shield Volcanoes  

- Shield volcanoes erupt runny lava that cools to form a rock called basalt  
- They are called shield volcanoes because of their shape  
- Each of the Hawaiian Islands is a large shield volcano – Mauna Loa is currently the only active 

one.  
- Mid ocean ridges are forms of similar basaltic lava 

 
Composite Cone Volcanoes  

- Explosive volcanoes which cause death and destruction are more likely to be composite cone 
volcanoes  

- Made us of a mixture of lava and ash, their magma is thick and gassy and may erupt explosively 
through a vent 

- Lethal Gas clouds are often associated 
 
Earthquakes  

- Thousands of earthquakes – sudden movements of earth’s crust- happen every day  
- They are centred along plate boundaries  
- Earth quake intensity is measured on a 0-9 logarithmic scale called a moment magnitude scale  

 

 Slopes & Weathering (B74-75) 

- Rocks decay upon exposure to air and water, breaking them into moveable pieces  
- Rock particles move downslope and through river systems in a series of steps 

 
Chemical Weathering  

- Chemical weathering -: a change in the minerals that compose rocks, caused by exposure to air 
and water.  

- Acids released by dying vegetation also chemically weather rocks  
- Some of the dissolved product is carried away by water seeping through the soil and rocks, and 

eventually carries it to rivers and the oceans  
- Example: oxidation, Iron in rocks combines with the air to from iron oxide or rust.  

 
Mechanical Weathering  

- Mechanical Weathering: rocks being broken down by physical force 
- Rocks expand and contract based on the temperature, this can cause them to break apart.  
- Water turning from liquid to solid (ice) can also break/ crack the rock 
- Mechanical and chemical weathering often work together to break down rocks 

 
Moving Weathered Material  

- Once rocks are weathered that may be carried from one place to another  
- Material most commonly moves downhill by two methods -:  

o Mass Movement -: rock slide, rock roll, free-fall 
o Surface erosion -: being carried by ice or water on a downward path  
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 Mass Movements (B76-77) 

- Mass movements send soil downslope, through the direct effects of gravity on slope materials  
- Landslides occur on slopes where rock and soils are weakened to the point that they cannot 

resist gravitational forces  
- Some mass movements are very common and gradual while others are rare and sudden.  

 
Common and Gradual  

- Soil creep -: creep is a slow, gradual movement of material down the slope of a hill.  
o A tiny movement can cause creep – a rodent digging, a worm burrowing  
o Usually unnoticed, relatively steady and can move a substantial amount over time 

- Creep occurs near the surface (top 1-3m) of soil.  
 
Rare and Sudden  

- Rock falls -: mass movement process, only found in a specific environment, and only occasionally  
o Particularly in steep mountainous environments  
o When weathering weakens material to the point that gravity can move it, rocks fall  

- Landslides-: more dangerous and dramatic, typically follow intense rains  
 

 Surface Erosion (B78-79) 

- Soil surface erosion occurs when heavy rains cause excess water to flow across the surface or 
when high winds blow on bare ground  

- Water and wind erosion are accelerated when the soil surface is exposed.  
 
Overland Flow  

- Erosion from water/rain -:  
o Most common type of erosion 
o Water that cannot soak into the ground must run-off the surface as overland flow  
o As it runs off the surface, water picks up soil particles and carries them down the slope  

- Types:  
o Small channels, a few cm deep, small enough for farmers plows to close -: rills  
o Larger, more permanent carriers of water -: stream channels  
o Larger that stream channels, large amounts of water -: gullies  
o Ultimately permanent valleys  

 
Accelerated Erosion  

- Erosion by water is a relatively slow process, because of the vegetation covering the soil  
- Areas where humans have removed vegetation, clearing forests/ ploughing fields, then slow 

surface erosion can increase to become accelerated erosion  
 

 

 Streams (B80-81) 

- Sediment is carried by running water  
- Streams create floodplains with meandering channels  
- Streams collect water from two sources, groundwater and overland flow.  

 
Sediment transport in running water  

- Groundwater migrates slowly through the soil and underlying rocks  
- Runoff – or the total flow in streams comes from soil water, ground water and overland flow.  
- Drainage basin – where a stream drains water from, can be small or large in size.  
- The greater the area of its drainage basin the more water a stream must carry  
- Discharge – the volume of water a stream carries per unit of time.  
- Sediment Transport -: When water flows across the land, it carries small particles of rock with it, 

this sediment makes the water look muddy, larger particles may roll or bounce along the bottom 
of the flow.  
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Floodplains  

- Sediment is carried downstream in a series of steps, with particles being eroded in once place 
then deposited further downstream  

- Channel beds and banks are made up of materials transported by streams and temporarily 
deposited, streams take meandering courses.  

- By continually eroding and depositing materials in channels and adjacent low-lying surfaces – 
floodplains – streams tend toward stable conditions – known as grade.  
 

 Fluvial Landscapes (B2-83) 

- Stream erosion created networks of valleys in which water and sediment are carried 
downstream  

- Stream systems respond to changes of land use, climate and other factors affecting sediment 
and runoff  

 
Fluvial Landscapes  

- Fluvial landscapes develop of long periods (millions of years)  
- Changes affecting runoff & sediment -:  

o Tectonic forces can tilt the crust, causing changes in slopes, 
o  climates vary and so change amounts of runoff,  
o Vegetation and land use change  

 

 Coastal Processes & Land Forms (B84-85) 

- Waves erode coasts, move sediment along shorelines and create beaches & related features  
- Sea Levels rise and fall creating changes in coastal landforms  

 
Coastal Processes  

- Coastal land may be lost to erosion or gained through deposition  
- Rising sea level accelerates many coastal processes and increases vulnerability of coastal 

communities  
- When waves reach shallow water their motion is affected by the sea bottom and the wave shape 

changes  
- When waves break on a beach – the obvious motion of the water is perpendicular to the 

shoreline, the waves move up and then recede causing erosion in the process.  
- Longshore current -: the repeated breaking of waves parallel to the shore which carries 

sediment from areas eroded by waves and depositing it when the wave breaks and loses energy  
- Landforms -: along shorelines are shaped by the balance between sediment arriving and being 

removed – more sediment = growing coast, more removed= smaller coast 
 
Human Impact on Coastal Processes  

- Humans can actively manage coastal processes by building breakwaters/ sea walls that run 
parallel to the shoreline and jetties and groins which run perpendicular to it.  

- These human constructs affect the rate of erosion and deposition of sediment.  
 
Sea-Level Change  

- Sea Level -: average elevation of the sea at any point  
- Sea level has risen at a rate of 2-3mm per year along the coast and it is still rising.  
- Sea levels rise because the volume of sea water has risen due to melting glaciers & expansion 

caused by the warming of the sea  
- In the long-term, rising sea-levels can reshape shorelines  
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2.4.3  Processes and Connection in the Earth’s Spheres Influencing the Distribution of Life on Earth  

  
- All forms of life on earth depend on biogeochemical cycles for their existence  
- These cycles by which the earth’s physical systems interact with each other help to distribute 

energy and provide nutrients and ultimately food sources that help to create ecosystems  
- The function of these cycles are interlinked with the flow of energy between the sun, earth and 

atmosphere  
 

 Biogeochemical Cycles & Ecosystems (B94-95) 

- Water, nutrients & carbon more among the atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere & Biosphere 
- Humans play a major role in many biogeochemical cycles through their everyday activities  

 
- All life processes depend on exchanges of energy and matter 

 
Biogeochemical cycles  

- Biogeochemical cycles -: the recycling processes that supply essential substances and other 
nutrients to the biosphere. Connect the four spheres e.g. hydrologic cycle, carbon cycle  

- The law of conservation of energy states that energy is not created or destroyed under ordinary 
conditions but it may be changed from one form to another.  

 
Human influences  
 

 Hydrological Cycle (B96-97) 

- At any given time most of the world’s water is in the oceans  
- Budgets that account for water exchanges help us to understand the hydrologic cycle and water 

resources 
 
The hydrological Cycle  

- Water is stored in the atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere in solid, gaseous and 
liquid forms  

- Water cycles through the atmosphere, lithosphere and biosphere by means of evaporation, 
condensation, precipitation and runoff.  

o Evaporation turns water from lakes and oceans into vapour returning it to the 
atmosphere  

o Water falls from the atmosphere to the ground and ocean through condensation and 
precipitation  

o Runoff carries water from the land to the sea or stores it as groundwater  
- Each process varies geographically with the amount of water available.  

 

 Carbon Cycles (B100-101) 

- Plant growth and decomposition drive the carbon cycle  
- Increasing atmospheric CO2 is causing climate change 

 
Carbon Cycle  

- In the carbon cycle, carbon in the form of CO2 is incorporated into carbohydrates in plant tissues 
through photosynthesis  

o Animals consume plants and use the plant carbohydrates for their own life processes  
o Carbon is stored in Biomass – living and formerly living plants and animals and some of 

this is deposited in sediments.  
o Through respiration carbon is returned to the atmosphere as CO2  
o CO2 is also added to the atmosphere by the combustion of fossil fuels  
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Photosynthesis  
- Photosynthesis equation -:  

Carbon Dioxide +Water +Energy = Carbohydrates + Oxygen  
o For this reaction land plants obtain CO2 from the air, water from the soil and energy 

from solar radiation  
o They store carbohydrates in tissue for later use and release oxygen into the atmosphere  

- Respiration Equation -:  
Carbohydrates + Oxygen = Carbon Dioxide + Water + Energy (Heat)  

o In respiration carbohydrates are broken down when they combine with O2 to form CO2 
and water  

o Energy is released in the process, some is lost as heat, some is stored for later use  
 
Human Impacts on the Carbon Cycle Release & Storage  

- Deforestation and urban developments are reducing carbon storage in the biosphere and 
sending carbon into the atmosphere  

- Combustion of fossil fuels is the most important factor driving global warming – the greatest CO2 

emissions in history have come from industrialised regions  
- China is the biggest emitter of CO2  

 

 Nutrient Cycles (B102-103) 

- Nitrogen and phosphorus cycle among earth’s systems, providing essential nutrients to the 
ecosystem  

- Human modification of nutrient cycles have dramatically altered global ecosystems  
- Both the nitrogen and the phosphorus cycles have been heavily modified by humans, with 

profound effects on ecosystems.  
 
Nitrogen Cycle  

- In the nitrogen cycle, nitrogen is taken from the atmosphere and converted to forms that can be 
used by plants and animals to build proteins and other molecules  

- Nitrogen fixation occurs by both natural and human processes 
- Natural fixation -: 

o Occurs in the soil by bacteria and then taken up by plants and incorporated into plant 
tissue  

o This nitrogen then passes from plants to animals by consumption before being broken 
down and released to the atmosphere  

- Bacteria places a major role in converting nitrogen into mobile forms.  
- Water moving through the soil can carry this soluble nitrogen to streams and oceans 
- Human Fixation -:  

o Occurs through fertilizer manufacturing  
o Nitrogen is added to the agricultural system and spread throughout the environment  
o Motor vehicles and fossil fuel fired power plants also emit nitrogen into the atmosphere 

which is returned to the surface in precipitation  
- More nitrogen is fixed by humans than in natural processes  

 
Phosphorus Cycle  

- Major store of phosphorus is in the lithosphere  
- It is released to soils by rock weathering, taken up by plants and passed through the biosphere  
- Phosphorus is released back to soils and water by decomposition of waste and dead biomass  
- Phosphorus is an essential nutrient for plant growth, we replace the lost phosphorus with 

phosphorus rich fertilizers  
 
Eutrophication  

- Eutrophication -: the process of stimulating algae growth by increasing the minerals in an 
aquatic situation  
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- The increase in algae growth creates problems such as “dead zones” due to the increase of 
zooplankton and algae consuming oxygen for decomposition  

- Farmers have been encouraged to use less fertilizers in order to combat these problems.  
 

 Food Chains & Webs (B104-105) 

- Food chains link plant photosynthesis to herbivores and carnivores and ultimately decomposers  
- Complex interactions tie all members of an  ecological community to one another r 

 
Food Chain  

- Each step in a food chain is called a trophic level  
- Food is passed from one level to the next but most of the energy is lost  
- Example -:  

o Green plants are the primary producers of food which is eaten by the primary 
consumers  

o Herbivores and omnivores  
o Carnivores are secondary consumers, derive their energy from other animals rather than 

directly from plants  
o At each stage energy is lost and waste materials are broken down by decomposition 

 
Complex Relationship  

- Food webs are the complex relationships – individual organisms that may feed at multiple tropic 
levels – different sources at different times.  

 

 Soil (B106-107) 

- Soil lies at the interface between the lithosphere and the biosphere and is a critical regulator of 
the hydrologic cycle  

- Soil properties are influence by climate, parent material, topography and biological activity over 
time  

 
5 major factors  
 
1. Parent material is the mineral matter from which soil is formed  

- Parent Material -: weathered down rocks in small particles which influences the soils chemical 
and physical characteristics  

 
2. Climate regulates both water movements and biological activity  

- Water plays a central role in rock weathering and soil formation  
- Due to leeching the solid in humid climates generally have lower amounts of soluble minerals  
- Soil in semiarid areas, often have a layer rich in relatively soluble minerals near the surface  

 
3. biological activity among plants and animals moves minerals and adds organic matter to the soil  

- Plants and animals play a part in the weathering process as well as redistributing organic matter 
through the soil 

 
4. topography affects water movement and erosion rates  

- Topography affects the soil controlling drainage and erosion e.g. steep slope areas have better 
drainage than flat low areas  

 
5. All these factors work over time, typically many thousands of years to create mature soil  

- Soil is a dynamic, porous layer of mineral and organic matter at earth’s surface.  
 
Horizons  

- Soil properties vary in layers called horizons  
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- These are formed through the vertical movement of water, minerals and organic matter in the 
soil as well as variations in biological and chemical activity  

- The characteristics vary from one soil type to another  
 

 Diversity of Biomes (B108-109)  

- Photosynthesis rates are greatest in areas that have ample moisture, warm temperatures and 
abundant nutrients  

- The diversity of life forms is a response to diversity of habitats. 
 
Photosynthesis 

- Land areas with ample sunlight and moisture support the highest rate of photosynthesis  
- High rates of productivity in most wetlands and shallow coastal areas  
- Lower rates of photosynthesis in dry &Midlatitude climates  
- Large parts of the ocean have low rates because of limited nutrient availability  

 
Food Production and Competition  

- Within any particular ecosystem, living things compete for resources such as nutrients, sunlight 
and water  

- The more successful plants and animals will dominate an environment – each ecosystem will 
have one of these factors restricted e.g. desert – ample sunlight, restricted water  

 
Biomes 

- Earth’s ecosystems are grouped into biomes characterised by particular plant and animal types  
- Biomes typically contain many ecosystems  
- A terrestrial biome has two especially visible features -: climate and vegetation  

 

 Major Biomes (B110-111) 

- Forrest and woodland biomes occur in areas of moisture & surplus  
- Grasslands, deserts and tundra are found in areas that have significant limitations on plant 

growth 
 
8 Major Biomes -:  

1. Tundra -:  
• Dominated by low, tender-stemmed plants & low woody shrubs  
• Vegetation survives the cold by lying dormant below the wind, often buried in snow, 

only growing in short cold summer 
• Growth rate : slow to grow and decay leading to organic-rich material  

 
2. Midlatitude prairie and grassland -:  

• Grasses are well suited to this climate because of rapid growth  
• During dry/ cold periods, above ground plants die back but roots remain dormant 
• Many grassland areas have been converted for agriculture uses – farming wheat/ corn 

etc.  
 

3. Forests: Tropical -:  
• Tropical forests remain green year round, several levels of vegetation are present  
• Noted for biodiversity of plants and animals  

 
4. Forest: Broadleaf Deciduous -:  

• Trees lose their leaves for a portion of the year – seasonal cold conditions limit plant 
growth  

• Summer seasonally favourable for growth of trees   
• Plants have evolved wide flat leaves that capture as much sunlight as possible  
• Less diverse than tropical forests 
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5. Forest: Coniferous/boreal -: 

• Restricted to the northern hemisphere  
• During cold winters, low humidity and frozen ground cause moisture stress – low surface 

area of their leaves assist in their survival 
• Much less diverse than tropical forests  

 
6. Mediterranean woodland shrub and grassland -: 

• Mixed woodland and grassland – relatively small trees  
• Fires are common – both natural (lightning) & human  

 
7. Tropical savannah & Woodland -: 

• Trees are spread widely enough for sunlight support with dense grasses and shrubs 
beneath them  

• Common in climates with a pronounced dry season – where trees lose their leaves  
 

8. Desert -:  
• Moisture is scarce so large areas of bare ground exist  
• Vegetation is adapted for moisture stress  

 

 Human Dominated Systems (B112-113) 

- Human activity has affected every part of the global biosphere totally obliterating some biomes  
- Even where the major components of biomes remain, spices diversity and biogeochemical cycles 

have been altered  
 
Biogeochemical cycling  

- In some cases, humans do more processing of biomass and nutrients than nature does  
o Carbon cycle – increasing amounts of CO2 in the atmosphere  
o Food production through photosynthesis  
o Consuming plant matter – either as food for themselves/ domestic animals or materials 

e.g. trees  
- Because this production goes to serve human needs, it is no longer available to supply natural 

food webs 
- Effecting -:  

o Habitat change,  
o Nutrient cycles,  
o Soil fertility  
o Organisms/ animals that rely on that food  

 
Soil & Vegetation  

- Soil has been transformed by erosion and accelerated by cultivation  
- Erosion removes the top layer of soil, usually the most fertile  area  
- Desertification -: the process by which semiarid vegetation and soil become more desert-like as 

a result of human use therefore fewer animals and plants can benefit off this land  
- Improved farm management practises that conserve soil can help restore the soils organic 

matter.  
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Learning Theme 3 – Patterns & Trends of the Global Population  

 

3.4.1 Population Concentrations  

  
- An understanding of where people live, why they live there and how populations change over time 

is fundamental to human geography  
 

 Population Concentrations (B118-119)  

- Two thirds of the world’s inhabitants are clustered in four regions – East Asia, South Asia, 
Southeast Asia & Europe  

- Humans are not distributed uniformly across the earth’s surface – humans avoid clustering in 
certain physical environments, especially when too extreme.  

- Cartogram -: how the clustering of the world’s population can be displayed depicting the size of 
countries according to population  

 
Sparsely populated regions  

- Cold Lands -:  
Much of the land near the North and South Pole. Perpetually covered with ice/ permafrost, 
unsuitable for planting crops, few animals are able to survive.  

- Dry Lands -:  
Deserts lack sufficient water to grow crops, some people survive by raising animals (e.g. camels) 
that are adapted to the climate. Although hostile they may be rich in  natural resources e.g. oil  

- Wet Lands -:  
Lands receiving high levels of precipitation, combination of rain & heat rapidly depletes nutrients 
from the soil hindering agriculture  

- High Lands -:  
High mountains are steep, snow covered and sparsely settled. Some mountainous regions are 
more densely populated at low latitudes where agriculture is possible at high altitudes.  

 
Four population clusters  

- Display some similarities – most people in these areas live near a body of water rather that in the 
interior 

- Generally low-lying areas with fertile soil and a temperate climate 
1. Europe -:  

o Contains 1/9th of the world’s people in 4 doz countries  
o 3/4ths live in cities with major road and rail linking settlements  
o Temperate climate provides cultivation of a variety of crops – but they cannot produce 

enough food for themselves  
2. East Asia -:  

o 1/5th of the world’s people live in East Asia  
o Includes the world’s most populated country – the People’s Republic of China  
o Chinese population is clustered near the Pacific Coast, extending inland in fertile valleys, 

the interior of the country is sparsely populated  
o Japan & South Korea’s populations are not distributed uniformly either 

3. South Asia -:  
o 1/5th of the world’s population lives here – India/ Pakistan etc.  
o Again many people are congregated around water – rivers/ coastline  
o Most people are farmers  

4. Southeast Asia -:  
o A series of islands in the Pacific – containing half a billion people  
o Largest concentration -: Island of Java  
o People are clustered along coasts and rivers  
o High percentage of people working as farmers in rural areas  
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3.4.2 Population Density, Structure & Components of Change  

  
- It is essential to refer to population density, population structure and changes in population when 

discussing global population  
 

 Population Density (B120-121) 

- Density -: the number of people occupying an area of land 
- Arithmetic density measures the total number of people living in an area 
- Physiological density & agricultural density show spatial relationships between people and 

resources 
 
Arithmetic/ Population Density  

- Most frequently used, two factors needed to calculate: total population & total land area  
- To compute: divide the population by the land area  
- Enables geographers to compare the number of people trying to live on a given piece of land  

 
Physiological Density  

- The number of people per area of arable land (suited for agriculture)  
- The higher the physiological density the greater the pressure that people may place on the land 

to produce enough food.  
- Provides insight into the relationship between the size of population and the availability of 

resources in a region  
- Helps geographers understand the capacity of the land to yield enough food for the needs of the 

people 
 
Agricultural Density  

- Two countries could have similar physiological density’s but may produce significantly different 
amounts of food because of different economic conditions  

- The ratio of the number of farmers to the amount of arable land  
- To understand relationships between population and resources, geographers look at physiological 

and agricultural density’s together  
 

 Components of Change (B122-123)  

- Geographers most frequently measure population change through three indicators  
- Indicators of population change vary widely among regions 

 
Population  

- Population increases rapidly in places where many more people are born than die 
- Increases slowly in places where the number of births exceed the numbers of deaths by only a 

small margin  
- Declines in places where deaths outnumber births  

 
Natural Increase Rate (NIR)  

- The percentage by which a population grows in a year (excluding migration) 
- 21st century World-wide NIR – 1.2%  
- The NIR affects the doubling time which is the number of years needed to double a population 

assuming a constant NIR rate  
- More than 90% of natural increase is clustered in developing countries – exceeding 2%  

 
Crude Birth Rate (CBR)  

- The total number of live births in a year for every 1000 people alive in society  
- A CBR of 20 means that for every 1000 people there are 20 babies born in a year period  
- Map mirrors that of NIR -  
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Crude Death Rate (CDR)  
- The total number of deaths in a year for every 1000 people alive in society  
- The NIR is calculated by subtracting the converted CDR per 1000 from the CBR per 1000 people  
- CDR does not display the same regional pattern as CBR & NIR  

 

 Population Structure (B124-125)  

- Change in a country’s population is influenced by rates of fertility and infant mortality  
- Patterns of births and deaths result in distinctive ratios of young and old. 

 
Total Fertility Rate (TFR) 

- In addition to the CBR the Total Fertility rate measures births per country  
- The average number of children a women will have throughout her child-bearing years 
- To compute it is assumed that a women reaching a particular age will be as likely to have a child 

as women of that age today  
- Attempt to predict future behaviour of individual women in a world of rapid cultural changes  

 
Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) 

- In addition to CDR the Infant Mortality Rate measures a country’s deaths  
- The average number of deaths of infants (under 1) for every 1000 live births  
- Highest IMR’s in sub-Saharan Africa  
- In general IMR’s reflect the country’s health care system   

 
Life Expectancy   

- Measures the average numbers of years a new born infant can expect to live, assuming current 
mortality rates  

- Most favourable in wealthy countries 
 
Young & Old  

- As a result of a combination of births and deaths a country will display a distinctive percentage of 
young and old  

- Measuring the numbers and rations of young and old people as well as people in their 
productive years 

- Dependency ratio -: the number of people who are too young or too old to work compared to the 
number of people in their productive years  

- Population pyramid -: a bar graph displaying the percentage of a place’s population for age and 
gender groups. The shape of the pyramid is determined by the CBR 

 

 

3.4.3 Demographic: Transition & Population Futures  

 The Demographic Transition (B126-127) 

- The demographic transition is the process of change of a country’s population structure  
- Every country is in one of four stages of the demographic transition  

 
- Countries move from one stage to the next, we can identify the stage that each country is in 

 
Stage 1  Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 

Very high CBR  still high CBR  Rapidly declining CBR  Very low CBR  

Very high CDR Rapidly declining CDR Moderately declining CDR Low, slightly increasing CDR 

Very low NIR  Very high NIR  moderate NIR  0, or negative NIR  

The stage for most human 
history because of food 
supply.  
During most of stage 1 – 
people  depend on hunting 
and gathering for food  

In developed countries 200 
years ago because of the 
industrial revolution – wealth 
and technology.  
In developing countries 50 
years ago because of the 

In developed countries 100 
years ago, people choosing 
to have fewer children in part 
a delayed reaction to decline 
in mortality in stage 2.  

In some developed countries 
in recent years. Increased 
access to birth control, 
increased females in the 
work force, families have 
fewer children.  
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A regions population 
increases when food was 
easily obtained and declines 
when not.  
NO country is in stage 1 
currently.  

transfer of medicines/ 
vaccines and farming 
techniques.  

Some developing countries 
have moved into stage 3 – 
especially when government 
policies strongly discourage 
large families 

 

 Skinny top and midsection 
with large bottom shape 
(similar to a triangle)  

Skinny top shape with 
heavier bottom.  

Even “flat” shape with no 
extremes 

 E.g. Cape Verde E.g. Chile E.g. Denmark  

 
- A country that has passed through all stages of demographic transition has completed a process 

from little or no natural increase (stage1) to little or no natural increase (stage4) two differences:  
o CBR & CDR are high in stage 1 and low in stage 4  
o Total population is much higher in stage 4 than in stage 1  

 

 Declining Birth Rates (B128-129) 

- Some developing countries have lowered birth rates through improved education and health care  
- In other developing countries distribution of contraceptives has reduced birth rates  

 

 Population Futures (B130-131)  

- World population will still increase but at a slower rate than in the past  
- Some developed countries may move into a possible stage 5 of the demographic transition  

 
- Virtually all growth will be in developing countries  
- The size of the world’s population in the 21st century depends heavily on happenings in China & 

India  
 
Components of future population growth  

- Future population depends primarily on fertility  
- Under all forecasts of total population, the world’s future population will definitely have a higher 

percentage of older persons  
- The Elderly support ration is -: the number of working age (15-64) divided by the number of people 

65+ years old. A small number means that relatively few people are available to contribute to 
pensions, healthcare and other support.  

 
Demographic transition possible stage 5  

- A possible stage 5 of the demographic transition is predicted for some developed countries  
- With more elderly people than children, many countries will experience population decline.  
- Stage 5 countries will have fewer young women who will eventually bear children – because of 

low birth rates – this will cause CBR to fall lower than stage 4.  
 
 

Stage 5  

Very low CBR 

Increasing CDR 

Negative NIR 

Japan is said to be one of the only countries to reach this stage.  
It’s population is aid to decrease in the coming years as elderly people become the 
larger share of the population period 

Shape: top heavy triangle   

E.g. Japan  
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3.4.4 Sources and Destinations of Modern Population Migration  

 Sources and Destinations (B146-147)  

- A combination of push and pull factors influence migration decisions  
- Most international migration today is from poor countries to wealthier ones  

 
Role of push & pull Factors  

- A push factor induces people to move out of their present location - emigration 
- A pull factor induces people to move into a new location – immigration  
- Examples:  

o Economics is the biggest push/pull factor – wealth, jobs etc.  
o Environmental Factors – earthquakes, floods etc.  
o Cultural- Political Factors – Civil War, terrorism etc.  

- The numerical difference between immigration and emigration is called net migration  
 
Internal Migration  

- Internal migration is mostly the process of rural to urban migration  
- Typically occurs when the rural area cannot support the growing rural populations  

 
Global Migration  

- Has increased in recent times, made easier by technology – transport, communications etc.  
- At a global scale -:  

o Asia, Latin America have net out-migration  
o North America, Europe and Oceania have a net in-migration  

- The largest flows of migrants are-:  
o Asia to Europe  
o Asia to North America  
o Latin America to North America  

 

 

3.4.5  Reasons for Migration  

 International Labour Migration (B148-149)  

- Most international migrants are workers looking for jobs  
- Labour migrants seek countries with growing economies  

 
Labour migrants  

- People emigrate from places that have few job opportunities and they immigrate to places where 
the jobs seem to be available.  

- Temporary labour migrants -: migrants who work to save up enough money to return home and 
establish new households 

- Seasonal migrants -: work part of the year tending to certain crops or activities  
 

 Forced Migration (B150-151)  

- Some migrants are fleeing to avoid violence or disasters  
- Forced migration patterns tend to be local or regional  

 
Political causes of forced migration  

- Typically armed conflict or discrimination  
- Refugee -: a person with a “well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, 

nationality, membership to a particular social group or political opinion. Who is outside the country 
of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection 
of that country”  

- Internally Displaced Persons (IDP)-: not refugees but people displaced within their own country.  
o No international legal protection, rely on themselves or humanitarian aid 
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o Often lack access to basic resource  
- Displacement is concentrated in poor, unstable and conflict prone regions in the developing world  

 
Environmental causes of forced migration  

- Natural disasters have always forced humans to relocate  
- Environmentally displaced persons  

 

 Tourism Migration (B152-153)  

- Tourism is a form of temporary migration  
- Tourism has an enormous economic and environmental effect on destinations 

 

 

3.4.6  Controlling Migration  

 Controlling Migration (B160-161)  

- Countries adopt a range of policies to promote or limit immigration  
- Many European countries have agreed to allow immigration between them  
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Learning Theme 4 –  The Global Cultural Mosaic  

 

4.4.1 Distribution Pattern of Languages and Multilingual States  

 Distribution of Languages (B168-169)  

- Two language families are used by two-thirds of the world  
- 7 language families are used by most of the world  

 
- Indo-European family -: most widely spoken. Contains English  
- Altaic Family -: spoken in area between China & Europe. Turkish most widely used  
- Sino-Tibetan family -: Encompasses the languages of china. Mandarin most important  
- Austro-Asiatic Family -: South East Asia. Vietnamese most widely spoken  
- Austronesian Family -: spoken mostly in Indonesia. Malagasy (Madagascar) falls into this family  
- Dravidian family -: spoken in India & Sri Lanka.  
- Niger-Congo Family -: 95%of people in sub-Saharan Africa speak these languages.  
- Afro-Asiatic Family -: includes Hebrew & Arabic  

 

 Multilingual States (B176-177)  

- Nigeria is an example of an African country with significant language diversity (43 distinct dialects) 
- Difficulties can arise at the boundary between two languages  

 

 

4.4.2 The Origin and Dominance or Fall of Languages 

 Origin and Diffusion of Languages (B170-171) 

- Languages diffuse from their place of origin through migration  
- Dialects within languages also emerge through migration and isolation  

 
Origin and Diffusion: War or Peace  

- The origin and diffusion of language families predate recorded history  
- The “War” hypothesis -:  

o The first Indo-European speakers may have been the Kurgan people who lived near the 
border or Russia/Kazakhstan  

o The Kurgans were nomads and warriors who conquered most of Europe and South Asia  
- The “Peace” Hypothesis -:  

o Renfrew argues that the first Indo-Europeans lived 2000 years before the Kurgans  
o Renfrew believed that the Indo-Europeans migrated into Europe and South Asia along 

with agricultural practises rather than military conquest.  
o The language triumphed because its speakers became more numerous and prosperous by 

growing their food instead of relying on hunting.  
 
Origin & Diffusion of English 

- English is the language of England because of migration to Britain from various parts of Europe  
o Celtic Tribes around 2000BC  
o Angles, Saxon and Jutes around 450AD 
o Vikings between 787 & 1171  
o The Normans in 1066  

 
 
Dialects  

- Dialect: a regional variation of a language distinguished by distinctive vocabulary, spelling and 
pronunciation  

- Different dialects reflect distinctive features of the environment 
- Vary in three ways -:  
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o Vocabulary  
o Spelling  
o Pronunciation  

 

 Dominant & Endangered Languages (B172-173)  

- English is the world’s leading Lingua franca 
- Languages used by only a few people may become extinct unless preserved  

 
Global Distribution of English  

- English is the official language in 55 countries  
- The contemporary distribution of English speakers around the world exists because the people of 

England migrated with their language and established colonies  
 
Lingua Franca  

- Lingua Franca -: a language of international communication (e.g. English)  
 
Isolated Languages  

- An isolated language is a language unrelated to any other and therefore not attached to a 
language family. E.g. Basque 

 
Extinct Languages  

- Languages which are no longer spoken or read in daily activities by anyone in the world.  
- Rare case of an extinct language being revived: Hebrew  

 
Preserving Endangered Languages  

- Ethnologue considers approx. 500 languages in danger of becoming extinct e.g. Irish Gaelic  
 

 

4.4.3 The Spatial Distribution Pattern of Religions  

 Distribution of Religions (B178-179)  

- Geographers distinguish between universalizing and ethnic religions  
- The two types of religions have different distributions  

 
Universalizing Religions  

- Attempts to be global, to appeal to all people wherever they may live  
- Three main Universalizing religions -:  

o Christianity  
o Islam  
o Buddhism  

 
Ethnic Religions  

- Appeals primarily to one group of people living in one place  
o Hinduism 
o Judaism  

 
 
 

 Religious Conflicts in the Middle East (B190-191)  

- Jews, Muslims and Christians have fought to control Israel/ Palestine  
- Places holy to all three are clustered in Jerusalem  

 
Jews -:  

- Consider the territory their Promised Land.  
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- The major events in the development of Judaism as an ethnic religion took place there and the 
religions customs and rituals acquire meaning from the agricultural life of the ancient Hebrew 
tribe  

 
Christians -:  

- Consider Palestine the Holy Land and Jerusalem the Holy City because the major events in Jesus’ 
life, death and resurrection were concentrated there  

 
Muslims -:  

- Regard Jerusalem as their third holy city after Makkah, and Madinah 
 

 

4.4.4 The Geography and Diffusion of Religions  

 Geographic Branches of Religion (B180-181)  

- The three largest universalizing religions have different branches with distinct regional 
distributions  

- Branch: large and fundamental division within a religion  
- Denomination: a division of a branch that unites a number of local congregations in a single legal 

or administrative body  
- Sect: a relatively small group which has broken away from an established denomination  

 
Branches of Christianity  

1. Roman Catholicism  
2. Eastern Orthodoxy  
3. Protestantism  

 
Branches of Buddhism  

1. Theravada -: “the way of the elders” emphasizes Buddha’s life of wisdom, self-help and solitary 
introspection 

2. Mahayana -: “the bigger ferry/raft” emphasizes Buddha’s life of teaching, compassion and helping 
others 

 
Branches of Islam  

1. Sunni -: from the Arabic word for orthodox.  
2. Shiite/Shia-: from the Arabic word for “sectarian” 

 
 

 Diffusion of Universalising Religions (B184-185)  

- Universalizing religions have diffused beyond their places of origin  
- Missionaries and military conquests have been important methods of diffusing universalizing 

religions  
 

 

4.4.5 Ethnic Religions and the Landscape  

 Ethnic Religions and the Landscape (B188-189)  

- In ethnic religions, the calendar and beliefs in the origin of the universe are grounded in the 
physical environment  

- Ethnic religions are tied to the physical environment of a particular place  
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4.4.6 A World of States and State Space 

 A world of States (B196-197)  

- States are the basic political unit in the world today  
- States exist when other states recognize them  

 
States -:  

- State: an area organized into a political unit and ruled by an est. government that has control over 
its internal and foreign affairs  

- A state has sovereignty – control of its internal affairs without interference by other states  
- In order for a new state to exist – an existing state has to grant recognition/ formally acknowledge 

it’s claim for independence  
- Unrecognized state -: Kosovo  
- State Issues -: Taiwan  

 

 State Space (B198-199) 

- States have territories that include land, air and sea  
- A state’s shape affects its internal administration  

 
Territory  

- Territory -: the physical space claimed by a sovereign state  
- States territory includes, land, air sea and if on the coast territorial waters.  

 
Shapes  

- Prorupted State -: an otherwise compact shape with a large protruding extension. Extension is 
usually in order to reach resources e.g. D.R.Congo  

- Compact States –: begin with an approximate circle shape, lessening the difference between two 
points. E.g. Kenya, Uganda 

- Elongated State -: long and narrow shape e.g. Malawi / Italy  
- Perforated States-: have other states within their “territory” e.g. South Africa – Lesotho & 

Swaziland 
- Fragmented States -: has two or more disconnected pieces of territory – e.g. Angola  

 

 Non-state Spaces (B200-201) 

- Parts of our globe belong to no individual state  
- States seek agreements (international treaties) on how to manage common spaces  

 
The High Seas  

- Ships have to be registered to a State in order to sail the high seas, they are then subject to the 
laws of the registered state  

- Universal jurisdiction -: any state can prosecute the offenders – usually used in cases of piracy  
 

Antarctica  
- The treaties creating non-state spaces often cite the importance of peaceful uses – e.g. scientific 

access and enjoyment by all humanity  
 
Outer Space 

- States are limited in their use of outer space and celestial objects, including the moon.  
 

 

4.4.7 Boundaries & Internal State Organization  

 Boundaries (B202-203)  

- Borders separate political spaces  
- Borders can be defined in different ways  
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Physical Boundaries  

- Coincide with significant features of the natural landscape  
- Desert boundaries -: hard to cross and sparsely inhabit. E.g. Algeria, Libya, Egypt 
- Mountain Boundaries -: difficult to cross, permanent.  
- Water Boundaries -: rivers, lakes, oceans are readily visible on the map.  

 
 
Cultural Boundaries  

- Follow the distribution of cultural characteristics  
- Geometric boundaries -: from the colonial period, often straight lines through areas. E.g. Canada/ 

United States Boundary  
- Ethnic Boundaries -: language is an important cultural characteristic for drawing boundaries Esp. 

Europe. Religious difference also often coincide but is rarely used to select the actual boundary 
line.  

 
Frontiers  

- A zone where no state exercises complete political control  
 

 

4.4.8 Conflict & Terrorism  

 Conflicts in Western Asia (B210-211)  

- Western Asia is a complex area of nationalities and ethnicities  
- Conflict in Western Asia has resulted in part from a mismatch between ethnicities and nationalities  

 

 Ethnic Cleansing in the Balkans (B212-213)  

- Ethnic cleansing is the forcible removal of an ethnic group by a more powerful one  
- South-eastern Europe has suffered from ethnic cleansing in recent years.  

 

 Conflict & Genocide: In Africa (B214-215)  

- Genocide is the mass killing of a population by another group  
- Genocide has been practised in several areas of sub-Saharan Africa (E.g. Sudan) 

 

 Terrorism (B216-217)  

- Terrorists use violence to coerce governments to change their policies  
- Extremist Islamist groups have targeted many governments around the world  
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Learning Theme 5 – Making (and earning) a Living  

 

5.4.1 Global Development Trends 

 Human Development Index (HDI) (B222-223) 

- Countries are classified as developed and developing  
- The Human Development Index (HDI) measures a country’s level of development  

 
Development  

- The development process is continuous, involving never-ending actions to constantly improve the 
health and prosperity of the people 

- Developed Countries -:  
o More Developed Country (MDC)  
o Relatively Developed Country  
o Has progressed further along the development continuum  

- Developing Countries -:  
o Less developed country (LDC)  
o Divided into High, Medium and Low development by the UN 
o Has made some progress towards development though less than developed countries.  

- The UN created the HDI,  
o Considers development in three factors -:  

 A decent standard of living  
 Access to knowledge  
 A long and healthy life  

 
Inequality-adjusted HDI  

- Modifies the HDI for inequality  
 

 Standard of Living (B224-225) 

- Developed countries have higher average incomes than developing countries  
- People in developed countries are more productive and possess more goods and earn more than 

developing   
 
Income  

- The UN measures the average income in countries through a complex index called : annual gross 
national income per capita at purchasing power parity  

- Gross National Income -:  
o The value of the output of goods and services produced in a country in a year including 

the money that leaves and enters a country.  
o Dividing GNI by total population measures the contribution made by the average 

individual  
- Gross Domestic Product -:  

o The value of the output goods and services produced in a country in a year, not accounting 
for money that leaves or enters the country  

 
Economic Structure  

- Averaging per capita income is higher in developed countries because people typically earn their 
living by different means than in developed countries  

- Jobs fall into three categories -:  
o Primary Sector – incl agriculture  
o Secondary Sector – incl. manufacturing  
o Tertiary Sector – incl. services  

- Developing countries have a higher share of primary and secondary workers.  
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Productivity  
- Workers in developed countries are more productive than those in developing ones  
- Productivity -: the value of a particular product compared to the amount of labour needed to 

make it  
 
Consumer Goods  

- Part of the wealth generated in developed countries is used to purchase goods and services  
 

 Access to Knowledge (B226-227) 

- People in developed countries complete more years of school than developing countries  
- Developed countries have lower pupil/ teacher ratios and higher literacy  

 
Quantity of Schooling  

- UN considers years of schooling to be the most critical measure of the ability of an individual to 
gain access to knowledge needed for development 

- Assumption: no matter how poor, the longer they attend they will learn something  
- Two measures -:  

o Years of Schooling: the number of years that an average 25 year old or older has spent in 
school. Averages:  developed: 11year, developing: 6 years 

o Expected years of schooling: the number of years that an average 5 year old child is 
expected to spend with his or her education in the future. Averages: Developed: 16 years, 
Developing: 11 years.  

 
Quality of schooling  

- Two measures for quality  
o Pupil/teacher ratio 
o Literacy rate  

 

 Health Indicators (B228-229) 

- People live longer and are healthier in developed countries  
- Developed countries spend more on health care  

 
Life Expectancy 

- The health indicator contributing to the HDI is life expectancy at birth 
- Average -: Developed: 10+ years than developing  

 
Health Care Access  

- People live longer and are healthier in developed countries than in developing ones because of 
better access to health care  

 
Health Care Expenditures  

- Developed countries spend more per person annually on healthcare compared to developing 
countries  

- Developed countries -:  
o Health care is a public service, majority state funded 
o Use part of their wealth to protect people who are unable to work – disabled/ orphaned 

etc.  
 

 Gender-Related Development (B230-231)   

- The status of women is lower than that of men in every country  
- The gender inequality index (GII) measures inequality between men and women  

 
Gender Inequality Index (GII) 

- To measure the extent of each country’s gender inequality the UN created the GII 
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- The higher the score, the greater the inequality  
 

Empowerment  
- The empowerment dimension is measured by two factors -:  

o The percentage of seats held by women in the national legislature  
o The percentage of women who have completed high school  

 
Labour  

- The percentage of women holding full time jobs outside the home  
 
Reproductive health  

- Measured by -:  
o Maternal mortality ratio – the number of women who die giving birth per 100k births  
o Adolescent fertility rate – the number of births per 1000 women aged 15-19  

 

5.4.2 Food & Agriculture  

 Diet (B248-249) 

- Most people derive most of their food energy from cereals  
- Climate and the level of development influence choice of food  

 
Diet  

- variation in diets worldwide result from a combination of -;  
o Level of Development – people in developed countries tend to consume more food and 

from different sources than do people in developing countries  
o Physical conditions – climate is important in influencing what can be most easily grown 

and therefore consumed.  
o Cultural Preferences -  

 
Total Consumption of Food  

- Dietary energy consumption -: the amount of food that an individual consumes  
- Kilocalorie/ calorie  
- Cereals/ grains are the highest consumption  

 
Source of Nutrients  

- One of the most fundamental differences between developed and developing countries is the 
leading source of protein.  

 

 Food Preferences (B250-251 ) 

- People embrace or avoid specific foods for cultural reasons  
- Food preferences are influenced in part by environmental factors  

 
Food Taboos  

- Taboo -: a restriction on behaviour imposed by a social custom  
- E.g. Biblical foods being prohibited 

 
Environmental influences  

- People refuse to eat particular plants or animals that are thought to be strongly linked to negative 
forces in the environment   

 
Food & Place: the Concept of Terroir  

- Terroir -: the contribution of a location’s distinctive physical features to the way food tastes  
- Refers to the -:  

o Climate – e.g. vineyards are best cultivated in temperate climates  
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o Landforms – e.g. vineyards are planted on hillsides – maximum exposure to sunlight 
o Soil – e.g. vineyards with coarse, well-drained soil produce the best grapes  

 

 Nutrition and Hunger (B252-253 ) 

- On average the world produces enough food to meet dietary needs  
- Some developing countries lack food security and are under nourished  

 
Dietary Energy Needs  

- To maintain a moderate level of physical activity humans need an average daily basis of 1800cal  
o Developed -: eating on average twice this amount  
o Developing -: on average above the recommend but sub-Saharan Africa is lower  

 
Undernourishment  

- A dietary energy consumption that is continuously below the minimum requirement for 
maintaining a heathy life and carrying out physical activity.  

 
Africa’s food-supply struggle  

- Sub-Saharan Africa is struggling to keep food production ahead of population growth  
 

 Agricultural Regions (B245-255) 

- The world can be divided into several regions of subsistence, agriculture and commercial 
agriculture  

- These regions are related in part to climate control  
 

 Comparing Subsistence and Commercial Agriculture (B256-257) 

- Subsistence farming is characterised by small farms, a high percentage of farmers and few 
machines  

- Commercial farming has large farms, a small percentage of farmers and many machines  
 
Farm size  

- The average farm size is much larger in commercial agriculture.  
- Commercial agriculture is dominated by a handful of large farms, in part a consequence of 

mechanization  
 
Percentage of farmers in society  

- Developing countries have 50% of workers engaged directly in farming, developed =5%  
 
Use of machinery  

- In developed countries a small number of farmers can feed many people because they rely on 
machinery to perform work rather than relying on people or animals 

 

 Subsistence Agriculture (B258-259) 

- Shifting cultivation is practised in wet lands and pastoral nomadism in dry lands  
- Asia’s large population concentrations practise intensive subsistence agriculture  

 
Shifting Cultivation  

- Subsistence agriculture method  
- Practised in the many countries in the tropics – humid, high temperatures, abundant rainfall.  
-  Also called slash-and-burn agriculture, soil is “fed” by the ash of cleared vegetation which is burnt  
- The swiddon can support crops for an average of 3 years before the process is repeated elsewhere 

 
Pastoral Nomadism  

- Subsistence agriculture method  
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- Based on the herding of domesticated animals, adapted to dry climates (desert) where crop 
agriculture is impossible.  

- Pastoral nomads depend on the animals, providing milk, skins, hair etc.  
 
Intensive Subsistence  

- Subsistence agriculture method  
- Practised heavily in the East – families much produce enough food for their survival from a very 

small area of land.  
 
Plantation Agriculture  

- Commercial agriculture method found in developing countries  
- Specialises in one/ two crops – found primarily in the tropics/ sub-tropics.  
- The plantations although situated in developing countries are often owned by people from 

developed countries  
 

 Agriculture & Population Growth (B264-265) 

- Four strategies can increase food supply in developing countries  
- Increasing productivity and finding new sources are most promising  

 
Expand Agricultural land  

- Historically world food production increased primarily by expanding the amount of land devoted 
to agriculture  

- The expansion of agricultural land has been much slower than the increase of the human 
population for several decades  

 
Increase agricultural productivity  

- New agricultural practises have permitted farmers worldwide to achieve much greater yields from 
the same amount of land.  

- The green revolution (1960-70’s) was largely responsible for preventing a food crisis in developing 
countries.  

 
Improved food sources  

- Could come from -:  
o Higher protein cereal grains  
o Palatability of rarely consumed foods  
 

Expand Exports  
- Trade in food has increased rapidly since 2000  
- Top 3 exports -:  

o Wheat  
o Maize  
o rice 

 

 Sustainable Agriculture (B268-269)  

- Sustainable agriculture and organic farming rely on sensitive land management  
- Sustainable agriculture also limits use of chemicals and integrates crops and livestock  

 
Sustainable agriculture -: a practise that preserves and enhances environmental quality  
 
Sensitive land management  

- Protects soil through ridge tillage – system of planting crops on ridge tops in the same place year-
after-year.  

o Lower production costs  
o Greater soil conservation  
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Limited use of chemicals  

- Involves application of limited if any herbicides to control weeks – prevents GMO seeds and crops 
 
Integrated crop and livestock  

- Integrates crops and livestock, animals graze on crops not confined to pens.  
- Sensitive to interdependencies between crops and livestock -:  

o Herd size and distribution  
o Animal confinement 
o Management in extreme weather  
o Flexible feeding and marketing  

 

 

5.4.3 Industry  

 The industrial Revolution (B274-275) 

- The industrial revolution transformed how goods are produced for society  
- The UK was home to key events in the industrial revolution  

 
Origins of the industrial revolution  

- Industrial Revolution -: a series of improvements in industrial technology that transformed the 
process of manufacturing foods.  

- Cottage industry -:  home based manufacturing 
- Most important development -: Steam engine  

 
Transformation of key industries  

- Coal  
- Iron  
- Transportation  
- Textiles  
- Chemicals  
- Food processing  

 

 Distribution of Industry (B276-277)  

- 3/4ths of the world’s manufacturing is clustered in three regions, which are further divided into 
sub-regions -:  

o Europe :  
 Europe was the first region to industrialize during the 19th century.  
 Numerous industrial centres developed in Europe as countries competed for 

supremacy  
o East Asia :  

 Became an important industrial region in the second half of the 20th century  
 China has emerged as the world’s leading manufacturing company by most 

measures 
o North America :  

 Arrived later in North America than in Europe, but grew faster.  
 Manufacturing has relocated to the South, lured by lower wages and legislation.  

 

 Situation factors in locating industry (B278-279)  

- A manufacturer typically faces two geographical costs -: situation and site  
- Situation factors involve transporting materials to and from a factory  
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Proximity to inputs  
- The further something is transported, the higher the costs – therefore factories must be closer to 

both buyers and sellers  
o If inputs are more expensive, then the factory will be closer to them  
o If cost of transporting the product exceeds cost of transporting the inputs, then the 

optimal plant location is close to the customer.  
- Bulk-reducing industry – an industry in which the inputs weigh more than the final products  
 

Proximity to markets  
- Bulk-gaining industries – make something which gains mass during production  
- Single-market manufacturers – make products sold primarily in one location – cluster near 

markets  
- Perishable products – must be located near their markets so their product can reach consumers 

as rapidly as possible  
 

 Site Factors in Industry (B286-287)  

- Site factors result from the unique characteristics of a location  
- The three main sites factors are labour, land and capital  

 
Labour  

- A labour-intensive industry is one in which wages and other compensation paid to employees 
constitute a high percentage of over manufacturing costs.  

 
Land  

- Locations on the periphery are attractive for factories to facilitate delivery of inputs and shipments 
of products  

- Land is cheaper in suburban or rural locations than nearer the city  
 
Capital  

- Manufacturers typically borrow capital for establishment/ expansion.  
 

 

5.4.4 Services & Settlements  

 Types of Services (B296-297) 

- Three types of services are, consumer, business and public  
- Employment has grown more rapidly in some services than in others  

 
Consumer services  

- Provide services to individual customers who desire them and can afford to pay for them – retail/ 
education etc.  

 
Business services  

- Facilitate other business – financial services/ professional services etc.  
 
Public services  

- Provide security and protection for citizens and businesses  
 

 Rural Settlements (B310-311)  

- Rural settlements are centres for agriculture and provide a small number of services  
- Urban settlements are centres for consumer and business services  
- Settlements can be clustered or dispersed, clustered rural settlements are laid out in many 

patterns  
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Dispersed rural settlements  
- Characterized by farmers living on individual farms isolated from neighbours rather than alongside 

other farms. E.g. North America Farms – Russel North Dakota  
 
Clustered rural settlements  

- Agricultural based community in which a number of families live in close proximity to each other 
with fields surrounding the collection of houses and farm buildings e.g. Finchingfield, England  

 
Clustered linear rural settlements  

- Arranged in a geometric pattern, feature buildings clustered along a road or body of water to 
facilitate transportation & communication. E.g. Quebec  
 

Clustered circular rural settlements  
- Consists of central open space surrounded by structures. E.g. kraals of the Maasi  

 

 Urbanisation (B314-315) 

- Developed countries have a higher percentage of people living in urban areas, a consequence of 
economic restructuring  

- Most of the world’s largest cities are in developing countries  
 
Percentage of people in cities  
 
Number of people in Cities 
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Learning Theme 6 – Resources: Use & Abuse 

 

6.4.1 Understanding Resources & their Value  

 Resource Concepts (B344-345)  

- Natural resources are created by natural processes but they are defined by culture, technology 
and economic conditions  

- Over time changing cultural, technological and economic conditions can cause resources to 
become more valuable or event to cease to have value  

 
Renewable resource  

- Natural resource: anything created through natural processes that people use and value e.g. 
plants, animals, coal, water, sunlight, metals etc.  

- Renewable resource: a natural resource produces at rates similar to our usage of it  
- Human-made resource: human created e.g. money, factories, computers, information, labour etc.  

 
Cultural values & natural resources  

- Cultural values influence demand for commodities  
- Cultural values help us identify things as resources to sustain life e.g. food to eat, clothes to wear  
- E.g. growing trend towards protecting ecosystems (swamps) in order to keep natural balance 

 
Technology & natural resources  

- Technology influences our ability to use a resource & its cost  
- The utility of a natural substance depends on a society’s ability to obtain it and to adapt it for 

society’s purposes  
- Radioactive uranium had little function until we developed technology to use its energy in 

weapons 
 
Economics & natural resources  

- Economics affects whether a resource is affordable and accessible.  
- Natural resources acquire a monetary value through exchange in the marketplace – price and 

quantity is determined by supply-and-demand.  
 

 Balancing Competing Interests ( B346-347)  

- Most resources can be used for several purposes and most resources needs can be met in several 
different ways.  

- If a resource is used for one purpose, its utility may be limited or enhanced for other purposes  
 
Balancing competing interests  

- The substitutability of one substance for another is important in stabilizing resource prices and 
limiting problems caused by resource scarcity 

- Political and economic relations are central to any situation in which competing interests battle 
for control of a scarce resource  

- Whatever resources we consider (forests, water, air, resources, energy etc.) it is clear that most 
resources are coming under increasing pressure worldwide and the environmental impact of the 
resource use are increasing.  

 

6.4.2 The Spatial Distribution of the World’s Resources  

 Fossil Energy (B350-351) 

- Fossil fuels are unevenly distributed with some countries producing much more than they 
consume and others heavily dependent on imports  

- Existing known fossil fuel deposits are sufficient to last at least decades into the future.  
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Uneven distribution and consumption  
- The world relies heavily on fossil fuels for nearly all energy needs, F.F. are consumed at rates far 

exceeding the rate of creation therefore they are a non-renewable resource.  
- Wealthy and industrialised countries typically consume large amounts of energy while poorer 

countries usually consume less 
 
Oil  

- The US was a net oil exporter, they are now in a position of importing half of their needs.  
- A significant disruption of supply causes a rise in prices  

 
Natural Gas and Coal  

- Gas resources are related to oil as areas rich in one tend to also host the other (in various 
quantities)  

- Coal is a major contributor to CO2 emissions and to acid deposition - which can cause acid rain.  
 

 Alternative Energy (B352-353) 

- Nuclear power is widely used, does not contribute to global warming and has much potential for 
growth, but safety concerns are a major barrier  

- Renewable energy resources make a relatively minor contribution to our energy supply while 
energy conservation has the greatest potential to balance needs with supply.  

 
Nuclear Power  

- Nuclear power is a relatively clean fuel however it presents serious problems of potential 
accidents and the generation of radioactive waste  

 
Renewable Energy Sources  

- Diverse range of technologies -: wood-burning, hydroelectricity, wind-generated, tidal energy, 
solar energy etc.  

- Bio fuels -: plant matter converted into a liquid or gaseous fuel which can be burned e.g. soybeans 
- Conservations – reducing waste and doing more work with the same amount of energy – is the 

equivalent to a new energy source.  
 

 Mineral Resources (B354-355) 

- Demand for minerals is closely tied to technology and price, and is highly variable over time  
- For most minerals only a few countries produce a large percentage of total world supply  

 
Mineral resources  

- We value most minerals for their properties of strength, malleability, weight and chemical 
reactivity rather than for their aesthetic characteristics  

 
Distribution of mineral resources  

- Mineral deposits are not uniform ally distributed around the world, the concentration of mineral 
resources and production in a few countries favour the establishment of cartels.  

 
Lithium  
 
Rare earths  
 

 Water Resources (B356-357)  

- Renewable water resources are derived from precipitation and must be recharged from the 
surface  

- Most water used in agriculture is lost to evaporation, while most water used in homes, commerce 
and industry can be cleaned and used again  
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Water resource vulnerability  
- Large areas of the planet have large amounts of water available and relatively small populations  
- About 2/3rd of the water that we use is returned to lakes and rivers in liquid form, while the 

remaining 1/3rd us evaporated mostly from irrigated fields – consumptive use.  
- Projections of future water needs for a growing human population show that we will face serious 

problems  
 

 Forest Resources (B362-363) 

- In general the tropics are experiencing net deforestation while the Midlatitudes are experiencing 
net forest growth  

- Forest are a renewable resource with many uses ranging from lumber and fuel to recreation and 
biodiversity 

 
Forests as fibre resources  

- Sustained yield plantations -: trees are planted and harvested repeatedly over a period of years.  
 
Other important forest uses 

- Recreational -: camping, hiking and outdoor activities  
 
 

 

6.4.3 Resource Use & Abuse  

 Energy Use (B348-349)  

- As technology has changed, so have our needs for energy and the forms in which we use that 
energy  

- Our demand for electricity is growing, but we still rely on fossil fuels to generate most of that 
electricity  

 
Changes in energy use  

- Fossil fuels have been used for energy use for generations;  
o Wood was first used,  
o Coal was the first substitute for wood 
o Oil  
o Natural gas  

- Now-a-days we are attempting to transition to electricity – basic needs such as heating, cooking 
and light are supplied by electricity 

 
Demand vs. Reserves  

- Deposits of a resource that have been identified and are commercially extractable at present 
prices are called reserves.  

- Rates of consumption will change and new reserves will be discovered.  
- Once we begin to invest in alternate energy technologies, economies of scale will being to make 

these technologies more affordable and we will transition from fossil fuels to clean energy.  
 

 Water Pollution (B358-359) 

- Water pollution comes from diverse sources, including agriculture, urban waste and industry 
- Dramatic improvements in water quality have been made in some areas and with investment 

much more can be done.  
 
Water pollution  

- Water pollution -: elevated levels of impurities in the environment caused by human activity  
- Point source -: when water pollutants enter from a specific location e.g. stream/ wastewater 

discharge pipe  
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- Nonpoint source -: when pollutants come from a large diffuse area e.g. when fertilizer is washed 
into water  

 
Waste Water  

- Most acute water pollution problems come from waste water – water that has been used for some 
purpose and is returned to the environment as liquid.  

 

 Air Pollution (B360-361)  

- Air pollution is highest in concentrated areas, especially large and dense cities 
- Technical solutions to air pollution problems are readily available especially in poorer countries  

 
Air pollution  

- The more waste we discharge to the atmosphere the less the air is able to circulation and the 
greater the concentration of pollution.  

- Air pollution -: human caused concentration of trace substances at a greater level than occurs in 
average air  

 
Urban Air Pollution  

- The worst problems are in densely populated areas because of the large quantities of pollutants 
that are discharges.  

- Main components -:  
o Carbon monoxide – caused by incomplete combustion of fossil fuels  
o Hydrocarbons – also caused by improper combustion  
o Particulates – including dust and smoke  

 

 

6.4.4 Sustainability  

 Sustainability (B364-365)  

- Sustainable development utilizes resources at a rate that conserves them for the future  
- Biodiversity conservation provides examples of approaches to sustainable development  

 
Sustainable development -: the development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.  
 
Conservation -: the use and management of natural resources to meet human needs.  
 
Preservation -: the maintenance of resources in their present condition with as little human impact as 
possible 
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Learning Theme 7 – Geographical Date: Nature, Sources & Representation  

 

7.4.1 The Nature of geographic Data  

  
7.4.1.1 Data versus information  

- Data-: unprocessed facts  
- Information -: data that has been processed in order to add value  

 
7.4.1.2 Geographic Phenomenon vs. geographic variable  

- Geographic Phenomenon -: any phenomenon which can study spatial characteristics such as 
location, distribution and variation. Two types -:  

o Continuous distribution – e.g. sea level, temperature, atmospheric pressure etc.  
o Discrete distribution – e.g. sport fields, roads, nature reserves etc.  

- Geographic Variable -: a measurable property/ characteristic of a geographic phenomenon.  
 
7.4.1.3 The nature of Geographic Data  

- Geographic data can be described in terms of  
o Spatiality -: referring to its absolute and relative location, a spatial distribution and vary 

across space.  
o Temporality -: referring to the reality that the location of the phenomena and the 

characteristics can vary over time.  
o Scale -:  

 Referring to the size of the geographic area being mapped  
 The direct relationship between scale and the level of detail on a map  
 Considering the resolution (Level of detail) on a map 

 
Dimensionality  

- Refers to aspects such as the size or aerial extent of phenomena displayed on a map  
o Zero-dimensional -: indicates approximate location, doesn’t indicate extent of the 

phenomena  
o One-dimensional -: e.g. roads/ rivers, a coloured line indicates the area where a road/river 

travels through. Can be measured for approx. length  
o Two-dimensional -: features have more than one measuring dimension (e.g. length and 

width) 
o Three-dimensional/ volume data -: points in the landscape are represented with co-

ordinates, height is also described or a further third variable  
 
Scale of Measurement  

- Four scales of measurement -:  

Nominal  Ordinal  Interval  Ratio Scales  

Least detailed scale  Makes it possible to 
compare the relative 
sizes or level of 
importance of 
different 
observations  

Quantitative data 
being measured on 
the interval scale  

Highest level of 
measurement, 
quantitative in nature 
and has a fixed zero.  

 
 

 

7.4.2 Representations of the Earth  

 - Maps represent one of the most important tools used by geographers to show where things are 
located and represent geographic phenomena or situational contexts.  

- Key points  
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o Maps are scaled, two dimensional representations of the spherical earth and are 
therefore reduced and somewhat distorted 

o Is a simplified generalization of reality  
o Used as a geographic reference and communication tool  
o Represented information is selected by a cartographer and is determined by the purpose 

of the map.  
- Map work can and should be applied in real-life situations to inform real-life decisions.  

 

 

7.4.3 Describing Locations of Places on Earth  

  
- Geographic Grid aka geographic co-ordinate system the most important reference system used to 

describe the absolute location of places.  
- The grid uses references to the point where the Greenwich meridian and the equator intersect, 

lines of longitude and the international date line are also used 
 
7.4.3.1 Determining Absolute location  

- Absolute location -: refers to the point where a line of latitude intersects with a line of longitude, 
a geographical coordinate.  

- Tools to know -:  
o There are 60 (‘) in a degree (O), 60 seconds (“) in a minute.  
o Latitude can vary between 0o (equator) and 90o N or S 
o Longitude can vary between 0o (Greenwich) and 180o (International date line)  
o Format of coordinates -:  

 Degrees, minutes, seconds followed by (no space) S or N & degrees, minutes, 
seconds (no space) E or W 

 21o15’21”S; 33o49’12”E 
 

Calculating Longitude/ Latitude 

 1 degree = 60seconds  

1. Measure the distance of the degree of longitude ( e.g. (A40) mm = 1deg)  

2. Measure the distance from the left degree of longitude to the point of interest ((B35)mm)  

3. Multiply points -: 60 seconds x ( (B35) / (A40)) = (C52.5) 

 Decimal point = seconds  

4. 0.5 x 60 seconds = 30 seconds  

- Do same work on longitude and latitude degrees in order to determine coordinates  
 
7.4.3.2 Determining relative location  

- The location of a place can be described in relation to location of another place or using directions. 
Two types of directions -:  

o Cardinal Compass Direction -: N, S, E, W etc.  
o Bearing 

 
Bearing  

- An angle measured clockwise with a protractor from a base line.  
- The line pointing North is used as the True North  
- Full Circle Bearing -: a bearing which varies between 0o and 360 o 
- South Africa’s magnetic north is always west of true north. Therefore always calculate the 

magnetic declination  
- Magnetic declination is approx. 6’ per year.  
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Terminology  Meaning  

Point of observation  Point where you are observing from  

Base or zero line  True North  

Angle of Bearing  The angle measured clockwise from baseline to line of bearing.  

Line of Beating   

 

Strategy  Method  

1.  Determining true bearing 
and then adding the 
magnetic declination  

1. draw the True North base line and the line of bearing  
2. measure angle (protractor)  
3. calculate magnetic declination;  

3.1. minus the current date from the maps date e.g. 2017-2015 
=2 

3.2. multiply your answer by 6’ =12’ 
3.3. decide whether to subtract or add your answer to the angle  
3.4. draft your baseline pointing to magnetic north  

 

2. Calculate the magnetic 
declination and measure 
the angle of magnetic 
bearing  

1. Establish the magnetic declination  
2. Draw the angle of magnetic declination  
3. Measure angle of declination (clockwise from the baseline)  

NB. In South Africa Magnetic declination is ALWAYS 6’ West 
 

 

7.4.4 Map Projections  

 - The transformation of a spherical object to a flat surface will distort some of the properties of the 
globe (distance, shape, area, directions)  

- It is the choice of the cartographer to decide which property needs to be preserved to support the 
purpose of the map 

 
Map Projection  

- Distortion increases in relation to the surface area of the earth being represented  
- Measuring distances and directions can be tricky  

o Directions and distance are only true when taken from a predetermined point of a map  
- The graticule (lines of latitude & longitude) can be used to detect distortions;  

o Lines of longitude should converge at the poles  
o Distance between parallels should be constant – unless closer to the poles 
o Any two grid cells should enclose the same area  
o The equator and all meridians should be straight unbroken lines  
o Any meridian should cross parallels at right angles  

 

 

7.4.5 The Language of Maps  

  
- The way in which maps communicate information to map users – determined by type of map, the 

data and symbols used on the map.  
- Locational context & orientation are vital for understanding  

o Locational context -: derived from the map title & geographic data represented.  
o Orientation -: provided by the cardinal directions (compass/ north arrow) or geographic 

grid  
- Symbols represent real world objects on a map – point, line and area symbols  
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o Point symbols --: represent real world phenomena found in fixed location – usually dots, 
circles, letters or icons  

o Line symbols –: represent real world phenomenal that have linear qualities e.g. roads, 
rivers etc. 

o Area symbols/ polygons -:  represent two-dimensional objects – dams, nature reserves, 
shopping malls, etc. – differentiated by colouring, shading, cross hatching etc.  

 

 

7.4.6 Map Scale  

  
- Map scale must be established first when working with a map  

o Map scale – indicates the relationship between any distance on the map and the 
corresponding real distance in reality  

o Accuracy of map measurements has important implications for small scale maps  
o Expressed as a ratio 

 A word scale is ideal for novice users  
 A ratio uses the same measurement before and after the colon.  

 
7.4.6.1 Converting distance and area  

- When converting, move the decimal comma to the section you are converting to – e.g. 10.75km 
converted to CM – decimal comma goes to the CM block  

 

DISTANCE 

King  Henry  Denmark Makes  Delicious  Chocolate  Muffins  

Kilometre  Hectometre  Decametre Metre Decimetre Centimetre Millimetre  

KM HM Dam  M DM CM MM 

 
 

AREA 

King  Henry  Denmark Makes  Delicious  Chocolate  Muffins  

Kilometre  Hectometre  Decametre Metre Decimetre Centimetre Millimetre  

KM2 HM2 DaM2 M2 DM2 CM2 MM2 

- Area uses the same setup BUT there are two numbers in each block instead on just 1  
 
7.4.6.2 Converting scale  

- Knowing how to convert scale can help add accuracy to your map 
 

o Converting from a ratio scale to a word scale  
o Use “King Henry” rhyme  
o Simplify numbers e.g. 50 000cm = 500m 
 

o Converting a ratio scale to a graphic scale  
o Graphic scale has an advantage as it remains relevant if the maps is enlarged or shrunk  

 Draw a line approx. 4-6cm  
 Mark each CM on the line – o, 500,1000,1500,2000(m) (or relevant measure)  

 
o Converting from a graphic scale to a ratio scale  

1. Use a ruler to measure the map distance of the scale increments  
2. Write down measurement & corresponding real world difference  
3. Convert the metric unit to the same unit as your measurement  
4. Always simplify the ratio scale  
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o Converting from a word scale to a ration scale  
o Obtain ratio – simplify the word scale by dividing by 5. E.g. 10km /5 = 2 -> 1cm = 2km 
o Ensure metric units are the same (rhyme) (CM: CM; M: M etc.)  
o Write scale as ratio e.g. 1:200 000 

 
7.4.6.3 Calculating real distance and real area  

- Always read the question/ task carefully and make sure your final answer is the required unit of 
measurement  

- Always show your steps & calculations  
- High level of accuracy – 2mm level of error  

 
1. Calculate the real length if the “maize” field  

1.1. Multiply the map distance with the scale factor  
1.2. Convert answer to the required metric unit  

2. Calculate the real width of the “maize” field  
2.1. Multiply the map distance with the scale factor  
2.2. Convert answer to the required metric unit  

3. Calculate the real area of the “maize” field  
3.1. Multiply the length by the width.  
3.2. Ensure correct metric unit has been used.  

 

 

7.4.7 Interpolation  

 - Interpolation -: the strategy for using real measurements, captured at points in order to predict 
or estimate the quantitative values for areas between the places where measurements have been 
made.  

- The technique relies on a theory postulated by Waldo Tobler – All places are related but nearby 
places are more related than distant places – is the first law of geography.  

 
Data Gathering & interpolation 

- It is not always possible, economical or necessary to collect data at each and every point in the 
areas which the study/ research is conducted  

- When interpreting maps one must establish whether information is based on interpolation  
- The information on maps depicting phenomena that have a continuous distribution are in most 

cases derived from interpolation  
- Drawing contour lines to illustrate 3D shapes of landscape is an application of interpolation.  

 
 

 

7.4.8 Mapping the relief of Landscapes  

 - Four of the most common landscape references in atlases or topographical maps are-:  
o Hill shading -: shading of a mountainous area to become more noticeable  
o Hypsometric colouring -: (Layer tinting) different colours being used to indicate different 

heights  
o Spot heights -: based on survey of the area, a small symbol (circle or triangle) with the 

elevation beside it  
o Contour lines -: various contour lines representing elevation of the mountainous area 

 
7.4.8.1 Mapping relief through contour lines  

- Contour line: an orthogonal representation of a line which joins points of the same height above 
a base-level, mostly sea level.  

- Exactly the same process as interpolation  
- Contour index -: every 5th line being darker to be able to count better 
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Contour rules -:  

o Contour lines never cross one another  
o Is always a closed line – either re-joining or ending on the edge of the map  
o Must always be given height values (can be ever 4-5th line)  
o Height value must be in the middle of the line or on the “higher” side of the line 
o Should be evenly spaced  

 
Inferring steepness from the spacing of contour lines -:  

- The steeper the slope, the smaller the distance between contours  
- The more gentle the slope the greater the distance between contours  

o Constant slope -: evenly spaced contour lines 
o Stepped slope -:  interspaced large & short contour lines  
o Concave slope -: quick change from large (bottom) to short (Top) distanced contour lines  
o Convex slope -: short contour lines (bottom) ending on large distanced lines (top)  

 
Gradient -:  

- The ratio between the difference in height between two places and the distance between two 
places.  

- Formula -:    

Gradient = 
VI VI = the vertical interval (difference in height between 2 places) 

HE HE = the distance between the same 2 places  

- The smaller the value of the final answers denominator, the steeper the landscape  
 

 

7.4.9 Remote Sensing Technology  

 - Refers to the process during which information is gathered about a geographic object over a 
distance without the object and measuring device being in physical contact. E.g. satellite  

 

 

7.4.10 Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

 - A GIS uses hardware and software to capture and analyse spatial data and display that data in a 
variety of formats  
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